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Sony 48" A90K 4K - Master Series OLED Television - XR Processor
(XR48A90KU)

  

Up until 2022 this was the smallest OLED screen you could buy, now it's got a smaller sibling, This new 48" now features the brilliant XR picture
processor from last year's larger flagship models, it brings extra detail and depth to the picture. Once again, the sound has not been forgotten
and features the sound from screen acoustic surface tech.  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Tooby's Price £1,449.00

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerSony 
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Description

48" OLED 4K Television
Acoustic surface Audio In screen audio system
Master series using the Cognitive processor XR
Supported High Dynamic Range formats (HDR, HLG, Dolby Vision)
Android TV and YouView catch up TV guide.
4 HDMI sockets (1 Located on the side and 3 on the bottom)
2 USB sockets on the side and 1 on the bottom.
LAN Port (bottom)
Analogue Composite input (Side)
Coaxial Aerial socket
2 x F type Satellite connections
Supplied with two remote controls, one premium with voice control and one standard infrared for day to day Live TV viewing
Wall mountable using a VESA mounting with fixings at 300x300mm
Dimensions with pedestal in the low position (mm): W1070 H629 D225
Dimensions with pedestal in the high position (Sound bar / console mode) (mm): W1070 H697 D225
Dimensions of the TV if wall mounted (mm): W1070 H D59
Hard-wired mains power lead

 

Smart functions require a wired or wireless internet connection of at least 3mbps

Please note:

'A Smart TV' or 'Connected TV' is a platform that can run 3rd party Apps. These 3rd party content providers may remove Apps from the
Smart TV or connected TV platform or stop supporting them at any time, and we cannot guarantee an App’s continued availability or
functionality.

When new TV products are launched, there may also be a delay before certain Apps or services become available.

Availability of and the functionality of Apps are not included within the terms of the manufacturer’s warranty.
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